OWI 35C-7/ 35C-7H
PIPE SPINNER

OIL WORKS, INC.
…. manufactures the OWI 35C-7
pipe spinner in Pneumatic and
Hydraulic Versions at our facility
in Odessa, TX. We offer new and
rebuilt units, and stock a full line
of replacement parts and
assemblies.
New and remanufactured units are
available for exchange or outright
sale. Complete service, parts, and
repair available on all makes and
models of pipe spinners.

OIL WORKS, INC.
P.O. Box 69170
Odessa, TX 79769
Tel: (432) 381-5265
Fax:(432) 381-7526
WWW.OILWORKSINC.COM
OILWORKSINC@OILWORKSINC.COM
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INTRODUCTION
SAFETY
The OWI 35C-7 virtually eliminates the danger of costly rig floor accidents and injuries
caused by conventional methods of using spinning chains.
The crew and equipment on the rig floor are free from excess foreign matter being thrown
about to cause eye injuries or soiled clothing. The OWI 35C-7 is extremely clean in its
operation and crews appreciate this factor.

ECONOMY
More constant make up torque eliminates forked lines and reduces heat and wear on cathead
clutches, whereby constant torque measurement is maintained. The OWI 35C-7 saves costly
repairs to make up cathead clutches due to overheating and fatigue.

CONCLUSION
Engineering logic coupled with existing adverse conditions, leads to the conclusion that this
tool has many great applications in our modern day oilfield.
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GUARANTEE
and Field Service
Inter-American Oil Works, Inc wants to provide all OWI 35C-7 users with the best tool
possible along with the highest degree of dependability and satisfaction. With this is mind,
we offer the following guarantee:
Your OWI 35C-7 must be free of material and workmanship defects for a period of six
months from the date of delivery. If any part fails due to a manufacturing defect, within that
period of time that part will be replaced by Inter-American Oil Works, Inc.
Replacement of parts will be accomplished either at Inter-American Oil Works, Inc. or at a
designated service point. This guarantee does not include the chain as its normal
replacement cycle usually falls within this six month period unless it can be established that
the failure was caused by a defect and not from normal wear and tear or misuse of the tool.
Inter-American Oil Works, Inc. liability is limited to replacement of defective parts only and
does not include the cost of labor, communications, transportation or handling connected
with the replacement of such parts.
Inter-American Oil Works, Inc. will in no event be liable for consequential damages or
contingent liabilities arising out of the failure of any parts to operate properly.
No expressed, implied, or statutory guarantee other than herein set forth is made, or
authorized to be made, by Inter-American Oil Works, Inc.

CAUTION
Factory specifications for pneumatics, lubricants, adjustments and safety
precautions as set forth in the operations and maintenance manual are for the mutual
protection of the owner and the company. Failure to adhere to these specifications can
reduce the efficiency or life of the equipment.
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II
MAINTENANCE
Since the corrosive environment normally encountered at a drilling site, especially offshore,
is extremely damaging to metal surfaces, all possible care should be taken to protect the
OWI 35C-7 through frequent washings and lubrication. Please consider the following
recommendations as a minimum requirement.
A.

CLEANING

The OWI 35C-7 should be washed with rig soap and a brush after each trip or when it
visibly needs it.
B.

LUBRICATION
1.

Air Motor (Model OWI 35C-7)

An airline lubricator must also be used during operation and should be set at 1-3
drops per minute. (Use #10 pneumatic tool oil, NEVER use automotive engine oil.)
2.

Reducer Assembly (Model OWI 35C-7)

This unit is oil lubricated. The oil level should be checked at least every 24
operating hours. This is accomplished as follows: Remove plug that is marked oil
level. Remove ¼” breathe in top of reducer. Fill reducer with 30 wt. non-detergent
oil until fluid reaches oil level. Then pump grease into the upper zerk fitting until
it is again forced out of the hole. Use only specified lubricant or equivalent.
3.

Idler & Drive Sprockets

Idler sprocket bearings are greased by means of zerk fittings located on the top of
each pin. Pump grease into zerk fittings before each trip and after cleaning the OWI
35C-7.
4.

Adjustment Screw
Access to the adjustment screw is at the rear longitudinal adjusting slot. Apply oil to
the threads at each cleaning and as necessary to provide easy rotation.
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5.

Chain

Prior to each trip the chain must be lubed. A good copper base pipe dope is by far
the first choice for this job. The next best lubricant is a zinc base pipe dope. Apply
a liberal amount to the entire length of the chain on the tooth side using a dope
brush. Never allow dope to coat the side that contacts the pipe. Clean this surface if
necessary. This will ensure a long trouble free chain life. NEVER UNDER ANY
CONDITIONS should weight material or any other dry materials be applied to the
chain to increase gripping power; they will only hinder its performance.
C.

ADJUSTMENT AND REPAIR
1.

Air Motor (Model OWI 35C-7)

Trained personnel should do air motor servicing, but simple problems like
sluggishness can be remedied by flushing with a cleaning solvent. If rebuilding is
necessary, an air motor rebuild kit can be ordered from the assembly drawing and
parts list.
2.

Idler Sprockets
If sprockets are not free to rotate, bearings could be worn or damaged. Disassemble,
clean thoroughly, and inspect if normal lubricating procedure fails to correct
condition. (See section A-A and B-B on OWI 35C-7 assembly drawing.)
3.

Chain Replacement

File head off one pin and drive it out, causing chain to separate. Connect new chain
to old one by turning on air motor very slowly, drive old chain out and pull new
chain in. (Make sure motor is turning in proper direction.) Insert new split
bushings, pins, and washers, and brad pin at both ends.
4.

Safety Cables & Springs

Inspect safety cables and hanger springs (prior to each trip.) Replace immediately
any part that appears to be damaged or worn. Springs and safety cables can be
ordered from OWI 35C-7 assembly drawing.
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5.

Air Cylinder Assembly (Model OWI 35C-7)

The air cylinders should give long, trouble free service provided they are supplied
with clean, lubricated air. Probable causes of malfunction are:
(a)

Dirty air will combine with the lubricating oil to "gum up" the interior walls
of the ram.

(b)

O’Ring failure. In either case, remove cylinder from unit and disassemble.
Wash all parts in solvent. Replace all O’Rings and seals using a rebuild kit
ordered by part number. (See assembly drawing on page 17.)
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III
OPERATION
A.

OWI 35C-7 RIG-UP
1.

Proper Suspension

The OWI 35C-7 comes with two hanging springs. These provide for slight
variations in vertical movement. The spinner should be suspended on a counter
balanced line similar to the rig tongs.
CAUTION
MAKE SURE BACK-UP LINE IS SECURED IN THE PROPER
DIRECTION TO MAKE UP TORQUE LOADS.
2.

How to Adjust to Desired Pipe Size

Adjustment of the chain is achieved by first loosening the three mount bolts located
on the gear reducer mount. The drive assembly should now be free to slide along
longitudinal adjust slots located on top of spinner housing. On the rear of the
spinner is a nut protruding from the case. Using the adjustment wrench provided,
rotate this nut clockwise for smaller pipe size and counter-clockwise for larger size.
For proper pipe adjustment, a gap of 1-1/4 inches should exist between chain in
front when closing arms are locked in place by air rams. MAKE SURE THE
THREE MOUNT BOLTS ARE RE-TIGHTENED BEFORE OPERATING
SPINNER.
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B.

TO OPERATE

1.

Pipe Engagement
Move spinner to its proper place to engage pipe and actuate cylinder valve handle,
closing arms around pipe. Make sure valve is kept in this position long enough for
cylinders to receive maximum line pressure and then release handle. Disengagement
from pipe is achieved by actuating valve handle back away from pipe. Let arms
open fully before releasing valve handle.
2.

Spinning Pipe

Spin pipe by actuating throttle lever. Any RPM range can be utilized by varying the
amount of valve lever movement.
3.

Reversing Rotation (Model OWI 35C-7)

As an added safety feature, the OWI 35C-7 requires changing the supply/exhaust
hoses before rotational direction can be reversed. This makes it impossible to have
an accident by mishandling a reversing control lever.

CAUTION
MAKE SURE BACK -UP LINE IS SECURED IN PROPER DIRECTION TO TAKE
UP TORQUE LOADS.
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SPECIFICATION SHEET- AIR
LENGTH:
WIDTH:
HEIGHT:
WEIGHT:
PIPE SIZE RANGE:
AIR REQUIRED:

42 in.
32 in.
42 in.
750 lbs.
2-7/8” drill pipe through 7.0” drill collars
240 cfm @ 100 psi

PERFORMANCE- AIR
MODEL
OWI 35C-7

Torque @ 100 psi
@ 240 cfm
No chain slip RPM
at above torques

SIZE:

3-1/2”

4”

4-1/2”

5”

5-1/2”

7”

TORQUE
FT./LB.

810

930

1040

1160

1270

1620

R.P.M.

170

150

134

120

110

85

SPECIFICATION SHEET- HYDRAULIC
LENGTH:
WIDTH:
HEIGHT:
WEIGHT:
PIPE SIZE RANGE:
HYD REQUIREMENT:

42 in.
32 in.
37 in.
750 lbs.
2-7/8” drill pipe through 7.0” drill collars
20GPM @ 2000 PSI

PERFORMANCE- HYD

90

20 GPM @ 2000 PSI
1200 FT. LBS. TORQUE
RPM AVG.
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